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Abstract
Making Personal Goals More Achievable
Adam Carlson, B.E. (Computer Engineering)
Faculty Advisor - Professor Eugene Santos Jr.

Many individuals struggle to achieve their personal goals. According to research
from the University of Scranton, only 8% of people fulfill their New Year’s resolutions1.
Achieving long-term goals such as career advancement, graduation from higher
education, and forging stronger relationships can have a large impact on one’s life.
However, this success requires focused work on a weekly basis even when the final
achievement is not yet imminent. With the growing number of distractions in our
everyday lives, this persistence has become challenging. Presently, we turn to online
calendars and task management applications for goal achievement assistance. But,
calendars quickly become cluttered, making it difficult to visualize long-term goals and
progress. Similarly, task management applications lack cohesion between daily tasks and
long-term initiatives. Instead, users create an arbitrary amount of to-do lists which solely
dictate daily work. This setup does not emphasize long-term thinking.
I sought to create an iPhone application which focused on long-term goal
assistance. First-time users must provide three long-term goals along with set deadlines.
Users then have the opportunity to add smaller, to-do items to their week. For each shortterm item added, the user must specify a long-term goal to which it is associated. The
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long-term goal association ensures users stay focused. The deadlines for both short and
long-term goals force users to hold themselves accountable. For convenience, the user
can view to-do items on either a calendar or a list of items due that current day. Similar
views are available for long-term goals.
Following the first round of user feedback, the application has had success. The
user interface was intuitive, had fast load times, and pushed users to think more carefully
about their long-term goals. Suggestions for the app included further optimization for
first-time use and the ability to delete goals. Moving forward, I’d like to add a
subscription service to the app, refine the UI in accordance with feedback, and add more
security features. Then, I plan to run a larger beta test and deploy the application to an
Amazon Web Server for public use.
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1. Introduction
UpWorth is an iPhone application which helps users achieve personal goals. Nearly
50% of Americans use iPhones as their smartphone of choice, and almost 800 million
people use the Apple product worldwide2. Therefore, this was the best market to initially
tackle. Although alternatives in the iPhone app market exist for task completion assistance,
UpWorth is unique in its emphasis on long-term goals. Over 90% of Americans have
trouble carrying out long-term goals to completion 1. Consequently, there is still ample
room for more effective solutions in this space. In addition, many of these long-term goals,
such as job promotion, have immense financial value to individuals. So, an effective
product would have the potential to gather substantial market value.
1.1 Problem Statement
Individuals struggle to carry out long-term goals to completion due to a lack of focus on a
week-to-week basis.
1.2 Deliverables
1. Create a minimal viable software solution for iOS devices to address the above
problem.
2. Submit a formal paper documenting the progress throughout the term.
3. Develop a presentation to visually demonstrate the work.

2. Resulting Product
Before delving into the design decisions for this project, I’d like to showcase what
the final product looks like. Users start on the login page as shown in Figure 1a. Here, they
can enter their credentials in order to access their UpWorth account. If users are
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Figure 1a. Login page, Figure 1b. Daily to-do list, 1c. Profile page
new to the app, they can click on the “Create Account” link in order to get started. In Figure
1b, I show a user’s to-do list for that current day on the home page. Each item has a set
title, due date, and associated long-term goal. After a user creates items in the goals tab,
they will show up on this home page when they become due. In addition, users can cross
of to-do’s as they become complete. In Figure 1c, I show the profile tab where users can
view and change their account information.
The goals page, shown in Figure 2a on the next page, is where users see their
calendars. The calendar has blue dots to highlight which days have to-do items. When a
user clicks a day, the calendar automatically shows which items are due on that date. A
user can then click on these items in order to edit them. Figure 2b shows the user’s longterm goals list. Similarly, users can edit these goals simply by clicking on them. For
convenience, users can dynamically search for to-do items and long-term goals in the
search bar at the top of the goals page. Using the add buttons, users can create to-do items
2

and goals as well. I show one goal creation example in Figure 2c. Additional pages within
the app such as account creation, goal editing, profile editing, and the notifications tab have
also been implemented.

Figure 2a. Calendar view, Figure 2b. Long term goals view, 2c. Add goal view

3. Frontend Design
The frontend portion of the app is responsible for the user interface. All frontend
code runs locally on the user’s device and generates viewable displays within the app. In
order to personalize the app for each user, the frontend requests relevant data such as goal
information from the backend. A high-level diagram of the frontend and backend
interaction is shown in Figure 3. For iOS, Apple allows developers to use Swift or
Objective-C programming languages for client-side programming. I moved forward with
Swift because it is a more modern, agile language. Swift’s flexibility has allowed me to
quickly incorporate the necessary features for a minimal viable product.
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Figure 3. Frontend-to-backend interaction
3.1 Model-View-Controller Organization

Figure 4. MVC Control Flow
To organize frontend development, I used a common programming pattern known
as the model-view-controller (MVC) framework. Figure 4 shows a diagram of MVC’s
basic control flow. With MVC, all classes take on 1 of 3 roles. View classes are responsible
for displaying the user interface components. For instance, I use a CalendarView class in
order to display a calendar on the goals page. Model classes are responsible for collecting
data from the backend. I have a ShortTermGoalModel class which requests and collects
goal data from the system’s backend. Finally, the controller is in charge of coordinating
data needs and flow between the views and models. In my app, the CalendarView tells its
controller it needs data to fill its days properly. The controller then calls the proper model
to collect the data before handing it off to the CalendarView for final display to the user. I
included some pseudo-code in Appendix A, Figure 1 to show how the classes might
4

interact with one another. Separating view and data logic has helped me create a cleaner
codebase that maximizes reusability.
3.2 Data Deserialization

Figure 5. Data Deserialization
One of the models’ largest jobs is data deserialization. Data deserialization is the
process of unpacking data bytes sent from the backend into usable content. This data
deserialization process is shown in Figure 5. Using a built-in library in Swift called
Codable, I can convert the bytes of backend data into readable JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation). JSON is essentially a list of rows from the database. For each row, I collect the
various column values and store them in local Swift variables. Using these variables, I can
construct objects to properly represent each row of data. In Figure 5, for example, I change
each database row into a Goal object. With deserialization complete, I can then use these
Goal objects to supply data to frontend view classes.
3.3 Data Structures
After data deserialization, the frontend model has full control of the data. At this
point, I construct intelligent data structures to organize the information efficiently. For
example, the CalendarView shows which goals are due each day. Therefore, the calendar’s
associated model organizes the goal data into a HashMap as shown in Figure 6a. With this
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setup, the user can access the array of goals for each date in constant time, O(1). In addition,
I often have to display goals in an ordered table based on their due dates. For this table, a
heap is the best way to store the information as shown in Figure 6b. I can add new goals
to the heap in O(logn) time and can access the sorted list of goals in O(nlogn) time, where
n is the number of goals.

Figure 6a. HashMap of goals, Figure 6b. Heap of goals
3.4 User Friendly Error Handling
To enhance the app, I incorporated user-friendly error handling into the frontend
design. Instead of crashing when errors occur, the app understands how to deal with a wide
array of situations appropriately and has the ability to explain to the user what has
happened. For example, users can see an error message telling them their login credentials
are wrong as shown in Figure 7. Similar error handling occurs when adding and editing
goals, or when a network connection fails. In order to make this error handling functional,
I validate all data provided by the user and the backend. For the backend, this validation
occurs by examining “error” fields. In Appendix A, Figure 2, I show a code snippet which
validates a user login. In this instance, if the error field is empty then login can continue.
If not, login has failed, and I display the appropriate error message to the user.
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Figure 7. Incorrect login error handling
3.5 Design Mockups
Before jumping into the user interface construction, I also created design mockups
in Adobe XD. These mockups allowed me to quickly iterate on multiple UI designs without
initially touching any code. A few of the mockups are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Adobe XD design mockups
In addition, I was able to ensure my design was functional for all iOS device, both new
and old, before beginning implementation. Because screen sizes can vary across devices,
I had to ensure all views within the app had sizes relative to the phone’s viewport. For
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example, instead of creating a table with a set width of 200 pixels, I set the table width to
90% of the device width viewport. I carried this relative sizing over into my Swift code
during the final frontend development.

4. Backend Design
The app’s backend is responsible for data storage and management. It mainly
focuses on creating, getting, updating, and deleting data from the database and cache layers.
During app run time, the frontend requests data from an endpoint using an https, hypertext
transfer protocol secure, URL. The backend code receives this request at the endpoint,
processes it, and returns the relevant results. For my design, I decided to use Django, a
Python web framework, as my backend programming language. Django is extremely
popular throughout industry because of its flexibility, speed, and customization.
4.1 High Level View

Figure 9. High Level Backend Design
I show my high-level, backend design in Figure 9. Although I break these steps
down into further detail in the sections below, I first provide a brief summary. Upon
receiving a request, Django determines what action to perform on the app’s data. Before
moving to the database, it first checks if the needed data is already in the cache layer. If
8

so, I can quickly gather the data without searching through the database’s many rows. If
not, I hit the database with the request specified by the frontend. Using the database
results, I update the cache layer with the data for future use, package up the data, and
returns it to the frontend for UI integration.
4.2 URL Catchers
The first step in backend processing is catching a URL request and delegating it to
the proper data-handling class. Consequently, I set up URL catchers which analyze the
request path. I show an example of a URL catcher in Figure 10. After the frontend makes
a request to a backend, I analyze the IP address. In Figure 10, https://127.0.0.1:800 is
simply a local address on my laptop for development. The request has specified the path
“/Goal/getShortTermGoals” to give the backend further information about which action to
perform. My first URL catcher detects “Goal” from the path and routes the request to my
Goal library. The Goal Library then uses its own URL catcher to detect the
“getShortTermGoals” portion of the request. Because this is the final portion of the path,
the Goal URL catcher informs the proper data retrieval class to complete the requested
action. In this case, I route the request to the ShortTermGoalRetrieve class to gather the
required data.

Figure 10. URL catcher design
9

4.3 Data Retrieval Classes
The data retrieval class is responsible for carrying out the requested action. The
class has five main objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parse the body of the frontend request.
Validate that the user has rights to the data.
Perform the action on the relevant data, either in the cache layer or database.
Process the data.
Send the data back to the frontend.

Consequently, the data retrieval class first collects all the information sent along in the
body of the https request. This data might include a specific goal or user id that needs
processing but is not included in the URL itself as a security precaution. Then, the class
ensures the user has the proper rights to the data needed for this action by examining session
information. Next, the class gathers the data from either the cache layer, if applicable, or
the database. This basic data gathering process is shown in Figure 11. The database sits at
its own unique IP address, and the data is usually returned from the database in JSON
format due to its convenient structure for further processing.

Figure 11. Gathering data from the database
Further Django processing could include discarding certain rows of data or reorganizing
their column structures. Finally, a separate class serializes the data, packaging it up into
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byte format for proper transfer, before the data retrieval class returns the information to the
frontend.
4.4 Serializer Classes
My serializer classes take in rows of data, determine which columns are safe for
frontend use, and package them up for proper transfer. The serializers restrict certain
columns of data from leaving the backend due to security concerns. For example, each user
has a unique id associated with it in backend storage. This id is not useful for any frontend
processing or UI view logic. Consequently, there is no reason to include it in backend
responses and risk its accidental exposure in the UI. If such an event happened, malicious
actors could try to make requests to the backend targeting that user’s private information.
All of my serializer classes are sub-classes of Django’s pre-built, serializer class.
4.5 MySQL Database
I chose MySQL to handle the app’s database needs because of its industry-standard
security, speed, and scalability. Django easily integrates with the software by specifying
the database’s IP address and authentication credentials. In addition, I have the ability to
format the database’s structure from within my Python code. Using model Django classes,
I can specify table blueprints for the database. Within these classes, I declare table columns,
constraints, and default values. Consequently, when a data retrieval class requests data, the
database structure, connections, and credentials are already set up. I show an example line
of Django code accessing the database in Appendix B, Figure 1. Behind the scenes,
Django automatically formats the line of code into a valid SQL command that the database
understands. In addition, Django allows developers to write SQL commands from scratch
for greater flexibility. Once MySQL receives the command, it searches the relevant table
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and returns the data in JSON format.
4.6 Memcache Layer
I use Memcache as my cache layer to increase the efficiency of backend processing.
During data retrieval requests, the cache bypasses the work usually needed to find data in
the database. Instead of searching through the database’s many rows, Memcache accesses
data in constant time. As shown in Figure 12, Memcache has the ability to store key/value
pairs. Using a unique key, I can store the results of a prior database search. Future requests
can then quickly collect these results from the cache without having to ping the database.
Consequently, when the backend needs to gather data, it first checks the cache. If the data
is not there, Django goes to the database and updates the cache. If the data is there, then
Django grabs it and returns it to the frontend. This database hit reduction also reduces the
number of requests that the MySQL server receives, which ultimately lowers server costs.

Figure 12. Memcache key/value pairs
4.7 Security Considerations
From the very beginning, I carefully considered backend security due to its close
proximity to sensitive data. I only allow https requests to hit the server because they ensure
data transfer is protected by encryption. In addition, I validate all data requests from the
frontend to ensure users only have access to their own information. I store user sessions on
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the client-side as long, encrypted strings of characters. Swift updates these session tokens
based on Django responses to login and logout requests. Finally, I also take care to encrypt
all sensitive information, such as passwords, within the database. Consequently, if the
database’s credentials were ever exposed due to error, a malicious actor would not be able
to read sensitive data.
4.8 Scaled Architecture
I also created a scaled backend design for future use as the app’s user base grows.
This design has not yet been implemented, unlike the current version talked about in
previous sections of the report. However, I did set up the current backend architecture to
allow the transition to this scaled version to be as seamless as possible. I show the design
in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Scaled Backend Design
Essentially, I distribute my Django logic across multiple servers. A load balancer directs
new requests to one of the servers randomly in order to evenly distribute the load. The
MySQL database is split into 2 separate servers as well in a process known as sharding.
The first server contains information on one half of the users and the second server
contains the second half. To determine which server contains a user’s information, I can
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use a hashed representation of a unique piece of user data such as an email address.
Finally, each database follows a master/slave structure. The master databases take all
write requests for new data and copy their contents to their slaves. Slaves can then take
turns receiving read requests in order to further reduce the load on a single database’s
CPU.

5. Testing
5.1 User Testing
Toward the end of my independent project, I had the opportunity to conduct a small
user study. I had 5 students use my app, and I asked the following questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is the app intuitive to use?
Was the app fast enough?
Did the app have pleasing ascetics?
Were there any missing features?

From the students’ responses, I found that the app had adequate load times and ascetics.
Generally, the app was intuitive to use after a 10-15 minute learning curve. Consequently,
I plan to add additional UI features in order to assist first-time users further. One such
feature might be a view which explains how to create goals when none are present. In terms
of missing features, 4 out of 5 users insisted that they still wanted some sort of calendar
within the app. Therefore, in week 8 of this term, I updated the goals page to include it.
Before the official app launch, I plan to also do a more thorough beta test with a larger,
randomized sample of individuals.
5.2 Unit Testing
In addition, I added a unit test architecture to my design. My unit tests cover the
core functionality of the app including logging in, logging out, and successfully retrieving
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goal data. In Appendix C, Figure 1, I show an example unit test in Swift which ensures
the login feature is functional. These tests have allowed me to check that the app’s main
functionality is still intact as I continue developing more features. In addition, if I add more
developers to the project, these checks will ensure all developers clearly understand how
app features should behave.

6. Conclusion
I plan to deploy my application’s backend to an Amazon Web Server and submit
to Apple’s app store in late Spring or early Summer. In the meantime, I still have a couple
of features I want to add before taking on server expenses. First, I’d like to incorporate a
subscription payment system into the app to help alleviate expenses. Each user would pay
$0.99/month after his or her free trial expires. In addition, I’d like to make the UI friendlier
for first-time users and perform a beta test to ensure the product appeals to a mass audience.
Throughout this independent project, I learned how to design and implement a large
software system from the ground up. I had to write code that could scale to a larger user
base while remaining robust. During these 10 weeks, I created frontend and backend
architectures that work together seamlessly despite each of their many moving parts. The
frontend constructs an intuitive user interface that can reach a broad audience, and the
backend’s RESTful API works efficiently. Finally, I had to understand the complexities of
developing a unit test system that helps reduce application down time caused by
programming error. Both Swift and Django were new to me and are growing in popularity
within industry. Consequently, I now feel more confident in my software engineering
background having done this project and am excited about UpWorth’s future, commercial
use.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Frontend Design

Figure 1. MVC Pseudo-Code

Figure 2. Error handling code snippet
Appendix B - Backend Design

Figure 1. Data request to MySQL
Appendix C - Testing

Figure 1. Example unit test for logging in
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